
How do we support all of our pupils to
transition effectively from KS4 to KS5
mathematics? What about those pupils who
achieve a level 6 at GCSE but do not
have a fluent understanding of the algebraic
concepts that underpin A Level
Mathematics? When should the support and
intervention begin for transition
pupils and what form could it take?
 
This work group looks to consider these
questions by first considering the common
approaches taken by schools. We will look
at the merit of varying methodologies
as well as the pedagogical implications of
teaching the fundamental concepts
required at KS5.

Develop skills to effectively critique
and develop cross stage approaches to
pupil  transition
Understand how to effectively plan for
consistent teaching approaches across
KS4/5.
Implementing a transition programme
that is tailored to the pupils
Pupils to benefit from well-considered
support mechanisms during their
transition

Intended Outcomes -

Managing
Transition
from Key
Stage 4 to 5 Work Group dates and times:

Half day sessions: 1:30 – 4:30pm
Session 1: Monday 16th November
Session 2: Monday 11th January
Session 3: Monday 22nd March
Session 4: Monday 28th June

Remote sessions via Zoom



Mailing
List

Sign Up to

HERE Keep in touch on Twitter

@LNEMathsHub

Covid-19 Recovery
The school year 2020/21 will be substantially
affected by the impact of the coronavirus
outbreak. The knock-on effects on school life and
teachers’ working lives can’t be predicted with any
certainty. So, all Maths Hubs work will be flexible
and adapt to changing realities. There’s likely to
be more live online collaboration, often including
use of video, for example.
In addition, Work Group content will be adjusted
to address schools’ recovery from coronavirus-
related disruption alongside work on the central
maths subject matter of each project.

The work group is suitable for all teachers involved in KS4 to KS5 transition, including those at 11-16
institutions, but it is particularly relevant for KS5 coordinators or post-holders who can affect policy change in
their department. Multiple applications from the same school will be allowed.

Who can apply?

What is the cost?
The  KS4 to KS5 transition Research and Innovation Work Group  is fully funded by the Maths Hubs
Programme so is free to participating schools.

What is involved?
Starting points – discussion of current transition work already in place. Looking at research on
transition.
Exploring resources – considering some of the resources available and the support the AMSP can
provide. 
Transition in action – designing and critiquing transition work with the current year 11 in mind.
Moving forward –evaluating the transition process.

This Research and Innovation Work Group looks to address an area of maths education that has not yet
been covered by other Work Groups in this area. All Work Groups are subject to a common evaluation
process, which collectively provide a body of evidence on the project’s outcomes. Therefore, your
participation in this Work Group will contribute to your own professional leaning, and that of your school
colleagues, as well as making a contribution to the resources available to help support other teachers
working in similar situations.

The wider context

Read and discuss some of the research on transition in the context of their own institution.
Attend the remote (Zoom) Work Group sessions and carry out a series of follow-up tasks within their
own classrooms.
Feedback to the Work Group about the effect on pupil confidence and attitude to A Level Maths.
Contribute to the Work Group evaluation process.

Expectations of participants and their schools:

Who is leading the Work Group?
Victoria Wheelhouse is a BSc Mathematics graduate with an MA in Mathematics Education. Victoria has been
teaching for 12 years, has been in charge of KS3, KS4, and is currently the KS5 coordinator at The Frances
Bardsley Academy for Girls in Romford. Her tailored transition programme has seen the number of pupils taking
A Level Maths more than double at her school.

To apply, please use the
form here!

https://lneastmathshub.org.uk/contact-us/
https://lneastmathshub.org.uk/contact-us/
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSefZV4OV09lHP_YHNks_zOdxFD86j7ZGOmTYmthUG0Owa_kbQ/viewform

